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COVID Data: What to Watch?
• Post-Lockdown Economic & Market Revival

• The market’s V-shaped recovery and extended valuations are 
anticipating greener economic pastures ahead

• The Major Outstanding Risks
• While markets are pricing in a relatively rosy recovery path, the outlook 

is not without its risks and uncertainties

• Digging Into Disease Data
• Markets may begin to focus on some alternative indicators in tracking 

the progression of the COVID-19 pandemic
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Post-Lockdown Economic & Market Revival

• Markets Plod Higher. The S&P 500 closed Friday almost 3% higher for the week as
volatility appeared to die down for the time being. Headlines skewed positive for the
week, including an announcement from the Fed that they would begin purchasing
corporate bonds, retail sales growth sizably beating expectations and the
publication of a study demonstrating the effectiveness of steroid treatment in
reducing COVID-19 fatality risk.

• Glenmede’s Reopening Index. In the fast-moving environment precipitated by the
COVID-19 pandemic, traditional economic indicators (such as retail sales, reported
monthly by the Census Bureau) are simply not timely enough to track reopening
efforts as they occur. Glenmede’s Reopening Index seeks to measure the reopening
of the economy via a combination of high-frequency data from daily and weekly
sources. As of now, the model estimates that ~34% of economic activity that was lost
due to social distancing has so far been regained.

• Valuations Still Offer Select Opportunities. As equity markets continue to grind higher,
so too have valuations. Glenmede’s proprietary Global Expected Returns model
now signals that U.S. large-cap stocks currently sit near the 81st percentile of longer-
term fair value. In contrast, U.S. small-caps still sit near the 22nd percentile, below fair
value. This portion of the market has been hit particularly hard on the downside and
may stand the most to gain in the ongoing rebound.

The Major Outstanding Risks

• Fears of a 2nd Wave. While still well below peak levels, the number of net new
reported COVID-19 cases in the U.S. has started to tick higher as some states deal
with fresh outbreaks. This has stoked fears that a 2nd wave of infections could disrupt
the ongoing economic recovery, though this may be predicated on the assumption
that a 2nd lockdown will look like the first, which may not necessarily be the case.

• Trade Caught Up in U.S./China Tensions. The Trump administration’s tone toward
China has soured over the last few months, most recently capped by Trump’s
signature on a bill imposing sanctions for those involved in the repression of Uighur
Muslims and the consideration of additional sanctions related to Hong Kong. There
have been fears that the newly inked trade deal between the U.S. and China could
be used as a weapon in the ongoing spat. Encouragingly, China announced its
plans to accelerate its purchases of U.S. farm goods to comply with the deal.

• Looming Elections Present Tax Regime Risk. The 2020 U.S. elections are a mere 4.5
months away, but investors are beginning to grapple with some of the economic
implications of a shift in the balance of power. For example, the website for the
presumptive Democratic presidential nominee, Joe Biden, cites a tax plan that
would take corporate tax rates up to 28%, up from 21% currently. Democrats would
likely need a win for the White House and control of both chambers of Congress to
enact such proposals, the probability of which PredictIt handicaps at 51.5% odds.

The market’s V-shaped recovery and extended valuations 
are anticipating greener economic pastures ahead

While markets are pricing in a relatively rosy recovery path, 
the outlook is not without its risks and uncertainties



Chart of the Week:
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Digging Into Disease Data

• Case Growth Picks Up. Reported COVID-19 case growth in the U.S. has generally
begun to reaccelerate due to outbreaks popping up in some states. Arizona, Texas,
South Carolina and Florida are among the states seeing the largest increase in case
counts in the country, as re-opening efforts continue to unfold.

• Hospitalizations – An Alternative Measure to Watch. One of the downsides to using
case counts is that these figures can often be influenced by the level of testing. For
example, a rise in reported cases could be either a function of increased viral
transmission or simply the identification of more cases due to higher testing levels.
Hospitalizations may be another interesting indicator to follow. The number of
patients in U.S. hospitals being treated for COVID-19 has been on a consistent
decline since its peak in April. Since one of the goals of social distancing is to avoid
straining the capacity of our medical facilities, this is an encouraging development.

• How Quickly Does COVID-19 Spread? The reproduction rate, referred to as Rt in
shorthand, has been a closely tracked gauge of COVID-19’s rate of spread. The Rt
value represents the average number of people who become infected by an
infectious person. When Rt is greater than 1, the virus is spreading quickly, but when
Rt is less than 1, the virus loses momentum. As of now, many of the states that faced
large outbreaks at the onset of the pandemic have seen their Rt values dip below 1
(i.e., NY, NJ, CT, MA, DC). However, others such as FL, AZ and HI are experiencing Rts
greater than 1 amid fresh surges in new reported case counts.

Markets may begin to focus on some alternative indicators 
in tracking the progression of the COVID-19 pandemic

Hospitalizations Have Declined Meaningfully
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